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A viewof the musicallife of Leipzig,includingthe Thomaskirche
andThomasschule:
engravingby C.F BoetiusfromSingendeMusean derPleisse(Leipzig,1736)by
Sperontes(JohannSigismundScholze,1705-50)

The Baroque flute

which comes, roughly, between a':390
and a':430. The very common a':392 is
I had expected that my article 'In merely the lower end of the normal
search of the Baroqueflute' (EMFeb84
baroque concert pitch. Hence 'Low
p.34) would come under fire. The three French Pitch', as described by Quantz,
letters in the November84 issue which must be a great deal lower than a':392,
criticise it cover a lot of groundbetween and is clearly recognisable as the range
them, and it would be difficult for me to of tunings found in the'd'Amore'group
answer all three correspondents point of wind instruments.
by point without running almost to the
Clearly the best way to verify this
same length as my original article. I
theory is to investigate the original
shall therefore confine myself to the French sources. This I have done in
main points, especially those raised by some
depth. I find that in the early 18th
Mr Laszewski.
century the French attitude to voicing
1 Low French Pitch
and pitch was one of almost total
describes
the
'Gervii,
Quantz(XVII, 7)
relativity. Transposition was the order
man A chamber pitch', of which he of the day. (In this context I was
approved, as 'the mean between the interested to read Andrew Parrott's
Frenchand the Venetian'.This puts the article in EM Nov 84, pp.490-516,
Frenchat about two or three semitones which reaches a similar conclusion of
below the Germanpitch. But we know obligatory transposition at the other
very well what the latter was, from the end of the Baroque period.) Our most
many German-madeflutes that survive useful informant is no less a person
from Quantz'stime, including his own. than Jacques Hotteterrele Romain.In
These were tuned to a range of pitches his Mgthodepourla Muzette,he describes

the three traditional pitch standards
most commonly used in his day. These
are:LeTonde Csol Ut,LeTonde D la Rd(a
whole tone higher),and LeTond'AmiLa
(a thirdlower).This correspondsexactly
to the three-tieredsystem described by
Quantz. From this and other contexts,
it is clear that 'Le Ton de C sol Ut', later
known simply as 'Le Ton d'Ut',was the
nearest French approach to an idea of
'absolute pitch'. It is the tuning used by
the keyboard,and represents the standard in terms of which a note was
judged to have its 'true' value. Hotteterre speaks of three groups of instruments each playing at one of these
three pitches, but unfortunately does
not say what instruments these were.
In a marginalnote to the text, however,
he expains that the clef transpositions
described in his book L'Artde Prdluder
relate to the discrepancies between
these playing pitches. This handbook
is the most importantof all sources for
French performing pitch. It is written
specificallly as a guide to performance
on the flute, with additional applications to oboe andrecorder.In Chapter
X, Hotteterre describes some of the
transpositions then in use, and singles
out that of a third as particularly
importantfor these instruments,'parce
qu'elle conduit Apouvoir jouer les airs
dans leur v6ritable ton, et A l'unisson
de la voix': 'Because it enables one to
play tunes in theirtruetonality,and in
unison with the voice'. This implies
that the tonalities in which the flute
part, based on the GI clef, normally
plays, are not the 'true'tonalities of the
music. (The word 'Ton' has a whole
spectrum of meanings, which includes
both'pitch' and 'key').In ChapterIII,he
gives a selection of Prdludesin a wide
variety of keys. At the end of each
section he demonstrateshow the music
will read on the G2 clef. He gives equal
weight to the majorthirdand the minor
third transpositions. As an example,
here are the instructions that come at
the end of the Prdludesin the key of G:
EARLYMUSIC MAY 1985
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The text explains that the key of G
major in the flute part, written in G1,
corresponds either to E or to E flat
major in G2. The French name for this
alto 'voice' was 'le bas dessus'.
Hence both Quantz and Hotteterre
declare quite clearly that the pitch at
which the flute and other woodwind
instrumentsplayed in Francewas about
a third below concert pitch. These two
writersarethe foremost Baroqueauthorities on woodwind music, and I feel
that the burden of proof is upon those
who dispute their word.
Bach was certainly familiar with
Hotteterre's rules. It is surely no coincidence that both of his flute scores
which have come down to us in autographcontain transpositions which are
prescribed in LArtde Prdluder.At least
four more of his compositions do not
make sense unless performedin accordance with Hotteterre'ssystem. I have
identified two alto flutes of the type for
which I believe Bach was composing,
but this is not a matterthat I can cover
in a rather wide-ranging letter.
I am not suggesting, of course, that
the concert flute, tuned to Le Tond'Ut,
was neverplayed. However,two French
authorities, Monteclair and Corrette,
both regard this tuning as unsuitable
for flute music. They are quite late
composers, and I suspect that they are
voicing a national prejudice at a time
(the 1730s) when the use of the higherpitched flute was becomingwidespread.
Correttedescribes LeTond'Utas 'le Ton
le plus sourd de la Flite Traversibre'-'the deafesttuning of the flute'.
2 The Instruments
Since writingmy original article, I have
done a great deal of further research.
To summarize a couple of points:
Firstly,it is a mistake to regarda date
around 1725-30 as a rigidcut-off point
at which everybody stopped playing
the three-piece flute and took up the
four-piece. I find, in fact, that the socalled 'Hotteterreflute' is a fairly late

version of the three-piece flute, whereas the four-piece, which was probably
invented in Holland, may have been in
use from about 1700 onwards.The two
instruments seem to have existed in
parallel for most of the century.
Secondly, the question of bore is
critical. Contraryto what MrLaszewski
says, the very narrowborewas typicalof
alto flutes from about 1740 to the early
19th century. Many examples have
survived, some of them by important
makers like Scherer, Kirst,Thomas Lot
and Cahusac. I have discovered, however, that I was mistaken in identifying
this type of instrument with the alto
flute that was played at the time of
Bach and Hotteterre. The early type
(like the DuMont in the D. C. Miller
Collection) has a very wide bore, which
gives it a fascinating, resonant sound.
The later 'Flite d'Amour'was only an
effete survival of the original 'bas
dessus de la Flite Traversibre'.
The earlier flutes in this range vary
greatly in pitch, sounding anywhere
between a whole tone and a fourth
below a':415. This fits in well with the
relativistic attitude that we find in the
documentary sources. Since during
most of the centuryeven concert pitch,
Le Tond'Ut,varied over almost a whole
tone, I do not thinkthat any significance
should be attached to variations of a
semitone or less in the pitch of old
flutes. Purely for reasons of convenience in performance, I have tuned all
my instruments in steps of a semitone,
on the base of a':415, as this has
become the established modern performing pitch for Baroque music. In
this, I am following the practice which,
according to Quantz (I, 9) was normal
before his own time.
MrLaszewskiis right,however,about
one thing: the Baroque alto flute is
difficult to play. This agrees with the
accounts of contemporaries, who regarded the flute as a fairly formidable
instrument.I am sure that it also helps

to explain the alacrity with which the
'bas dessus' was dropped in favour of
the 'haut dessus' during the 1730s. In
the history of the flute, most changes
have been in the direction of ease of
performance--often at the expense of
sound.
As for recorders, these were frequently tuned to the low French pitch;
Mr Laszewski has no less than three
such instruments in his own list. These
are the type known as 'voice flutes'.
They are misleadingly classified as
'recordersin D'. In Baroque times, all
recorders were in F, irrespective of
their absolute pitch. Voice flutes are in
F at low French pitch, and therefore
transpose a third. They thus stand as a
third member of the group of instruments that plays in LeTondA miLa,and
could quite accurately be described as
'recordersd'Amore'.
3 Survival rate
Although the French dominated the
making and the playing of the flute
duringthe whole of the period between
1680 and 1740, only about twenty
instrumentsmade in Franceduringthis
time have survived. Furthermore, of
these, all but two or three have been
preserved outside France, and may
therefore have been made for foreign
players.(Theinstrumentwith which Mr
Laszewski heads his list, the D. C.
Miller "Bressan",is actually tuned to
Mexicanpitch!) By way of comparison,
about twice as many flutes have survived fromthe output of a singleEnglish
maker,ThomasStanesbyJr.This means
that the Baroque flute, as played in
France, is almost a vanished species.
Hence the importance of the Paris
Naust, the only three-piece flute in
Franceabout which anythingis known.
If it is the only availablespecimen of its
type, we can hardly write it off as an
exception. Its pitch, in fact, seems to be
based upon a very old standard,since it
is very close to that of the Rafi 'tenor
flutes'. The oldest known three-piece
flute, the Haka in Utrecht, has exactly
the same sounding length as the Paris
Naust (644mm).
Unfortunately, it is impossible to
convey in a letter the most persuasive
EARLYMUSIC MAY 1985
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Lotte Wimmerlater marriedthe clergyman Widmann at Liestal, Switzerland,
and took the piano with her. In 1889
the instrument was acquired by the
ADDINGTON2 Bladon Close,
CHRISTOPHER
Beethovenhaus at Bonn.3 If the piano
8AD
OX2
Oxford
was made in 1826 or 1827, it was less
than'a few years'before the composer's
Beethoven's Grafpiano
I very much enjoyed reading the Nov death.
The relation between Beethoven and
84 issue of EarlyMusicand was especially impressed by Deborah Wythe's Grafgoes back at least to 1814. In that
article 'The pianos of Conrad Graf yearGrafrepairedthe Broadwoodgrand,
(pp.447-60). It is by far the best study which seems to have been in a pitiable
state for Beethoven constantly ruined
of the subject at present.
I would, however, like to make one his pianos.4 The friendly relationship
small remarkabout her article.Because seems to have continued rightup to the
of the wording of the nameplate on the composer's death, and at the funeral
Grafpiano Beethoven used (now in the Graf was one of the torch-bearers.5It
Beethovenhaus at Bonn), which con- seems possible, if not probable, that
tains a reference to the Mondschein Graf loaned Beethoven a piano, one
No. 102, Ms Wythe concludes that the made expresslyfor the composer,somepiano should be dated 1826 or 1827 what earlier.
But there are more convincing proofs
(App.2, p.458). Now nameplates are
easily fixed, removed or substituted. In that this was probably the case. Ms
fn.31 Ms Wythe seems to be conscious
Wythe rightlypoints to the fact that the
of the fact that possibly unauthentic Beethoven Grafwas one of the mainly
nameplates can be fixed. She does not quadruple-strung instruments by this
seem to envisage the possibility of maker. In 1820, quadruple-strung
nameplates being removed or substi- pianos are mentioned in Beethoven's
tuted. The wording of the nameplate of conversation books. Matthius Andreas
Beethoven's Grafcertainly proves that Stein (son of Johann Andreas and
it was fixed in 1826 or 1827. But the brother of Nanette Streichernee Stein)
piano itself is very probablyearlier,for tells Beethoven that he, too, builds
several reasons.
quadruple-strungpianos.6And Nanette
It is true that G. von Breuning' does Streicher in the same year lets Beetnot help us in tryingto determinewhen hoven know that her husband had also
the Graf was put at Beethoven's dis- made quadruple-strung pianos, and
posal. He states that the instrument she invites the composer to come and
stood bentside against bentside with try them.7 Why do quadruple-strung
the Broadwoodof 1817 in the Schwarz- pianos suddenly appearin the converspanierhausat Vienna in 1826. In this sation books in 1820 and neither behouse, now alas demolished (as is the fore nor after?The simplest explanation
seems to be that Graf had loaned
Mondscheinhaus), Beethoven had his
last lodgings before he died.
Beethoven his quadruple-strunggrand
Graf himself, however, testified on in that year. As the instrument has no
26 June 18492that he had constructed opus number,nothing preventsus from
the quadruple-strunginstrument espe- supposing that it was made in 1820. It
cially for Beethoven 'a few years before follows Ms Wythe'smodel B, alreadyto
his death' and that he had put it at be found in opus no.693 (Finchcocks,
Beethoven's disposal ('Ihm zu seinem Goudhurst, Kent), which according to
VergnfigenStelt').It was not a gift, but a the chronology probably dates from
kind of long-term loan. After the com- about the same year.
poser's death Graf therefore claimed
The friendship between Beethoven
the piano back and sold it to the and Graf lasted for at least thirteen
Viennese bookseller Franz Wimmer, years. Ms Wythe rightly points out with
who bought it for his daughter Lotte. reference to Danhauser's Liszt am
evidence that I can bring to my casethe unique sound of the 'bas dessus de
la flfite traversibre'.

Klavierthat Grafveryprobablypractised
'celebrity advertising'. It is, therefore,
quite possible that Grafs feelings for
Beethoven were in partfounded on the
composer's celebrity, and that Graf
considered it excellent publicity for
one of his instruments to be in Beethoven's lodgings. For this reason Graf
certainlydid not neglect the instrument
he loaned to the composer. He very
probably tuned, repaired and restrung
it regularly,the latter being necessary
because Beethoven's deafness caused
him constantly to bang on his pianos.
As Graf was not without vanity, and
perhaps also for reasons of publicity,

he would have changed the nameplate
of the piano when he received the title
and also when
'k.k.Hof-Klaviermacher',
he moved into the Mondscheinhaus.
So in my opinion, as I suggested in
1977", the Beethoven

Graf is to be

dated 1820. Ms Wythe is, of course,
quite rightin concluding that the nameplate dates from 1826 or 1827.
JOHN HENRY VAN DER MEERLuisenstrasse 9,
8510 Fzirth, West Germany

1G.von Breuning,AusdemSchwarzspanierhaus (Vienna 1874), pp.58, 66 and 124. See
also A. W. Thayer, Ludwigvan Beethovens
Leben,ed. H. Riemann(Leipzig 1922-23), v,
p.252; P. Bekker,Beethoven(2/Berlin 1912),
p.111.
2T.Frimmel,'Von Beethovens Klavieren',
Die Musik,ii (1903), no. 14, p.88
3T. Frimmel, Beethoven-Studien(Leipzig
1905-6), ii, p.230; T. Frimmel, BeethovenHandbuch(Leipzig, 1926), ii, p.269.
4L.Nohl, BeethovensLeben(2/Berlin190913), iii, p.259.
5Nohl, op cit, iii, p.543
9, 1820, fol.8v-9r
6Konversationsheft
12, 1820, fol.62r.
7Konversationsheft
8J. H. van der Meer, 'Beethoven et le
de la musique
pianoforte', L'Interpr6tation
classiquedeHaydndSchubert,Colloque international, Evry, 13-15 Octobre 1977 (Paris
1980), p.67-85.
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